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Abstract: In this study, the authors present an enhanced generalised teaching by demonstration technique for a KUKA iiwa
robot. Movements are recorded from a human operator, and then the recorded data are sent to be segmented via MATLAB by
using the difference method (DV). The outputted trajectories data are used to model a non-linear system named dynamic
movement primitive (DMP). For the purpose of learning from multiple demonstrations correctly and accurately, the Gaussian
mixture model is employed for the evaluation of the DMP in order to modelling multiple trajectories by the teaching of
demonstrator. Furthermore, a synthesised trajectory with smaller position errors in 3D space has been successfully generated
by the usage of the Gaussian mixture regression algorithm. The proposed approach has been tested and demonstrated by
performing a Chinese characters writing task with a KUKA iiwa robot.

1

Introduction

The realisation of natural and friendly human–robot interaction
(HRI) is an important prerequisite for the service of robot
technology into human daily life. HRI is a sub-area of human–
computer interaction, which is the embodiment of interaction
between human and robotics. It is based on the interaction between
humans and computers, and is more intelligent and
anthropomorphic. HRI is widely used in the search of dangerous
scenes and the production/cleaning process of hazard goods, at this
time, it is necessary to remotely operate the robot [1]. It can also be
used to care for the elderly or disabled and to provide
entertainment to humans [2]. There are various ways for human to
interact with robots. Commonly, there are two main methods
widely used to interact with robots, which are physical interaction
and teleoperated interaction, respectively. The physical HRI
(PHRI) field studies the design, control and planning issues that
arise from the close physical interaction between humans and
robotics in a shared workspace. Previous research in the field of
PHRI has developed a safe and responsive control method to cope
with the physical reactions that occur when a robot performs a task.
Hogan et al. suggest that impedance control is one of the most
commonly used methods of moving a robot along a given orbit
when there is someone in the workspace [3]. Using this control
method, the robot acts like a spring: it allows humans to be

Fig. 1 Image for the conception of TbD, modified from [8]

propelled, but after the humans stop applying force, they return to
their original position.
The field of research with respect to machine learning has also
attracted great attention during the past decades. Machine learning
has been used in many fields, such as autopilot filtering system of
email, the recommendation system of e-shopping, handwriting
recognition in the post office and automatic driving system of the
vehicle [4]. The potential industrial value of machine learning has
attracted a growing number of schools, companies as well as
researchers devoting themselves into the field. Google announced
its driverless car project in 2010, and released a video, in which its
one of the employees Steve Mahan who lost 95% of the vision,
safely drove 12 miles [5]. Ding et al. proposed optimisation
extreme learning machine method of the SMO, however, owing to
the large data set optimal parameters C, the algorithm requires
more iterations to converge to the optimal solution of the
optimisation problem [6]. In addition, teaching by demonstration
(TbD) technique, the conception of which is demonstrated in
Fig. 1, plays an important role in robot learning. TbD technique has
been already applied widely not only to imitate the demonstration
of human, but also to learn skills from human and optimise a
specific task. The field of research with respect to understanding of
human movement based on TbD has attracted great attention
during the past decades [7].
The motion data can be modelled with some special
characteristic methods, such as dynamic movement primitive [9]
and hidden Markov model (HMM). The trajectory level
characterisation based on the probability model is to model the
movement as a stochastic model, such as Gaussian mixture model
(GMM), which has a coding and noise processing capabilities, and
this leads to dealing with high-dimensional problem more
efficiently. Behavioural reproduction includes the movement
trajectory reproduction and the movement control. Trajectory
reproduction is the process by which the encoded data is passed
through regression techniques, such as Gaussian process regression
(GPR) or Gaussian mixed regression (GMR) [10]. Control
reproduction is the generalised output mapped to the robot
movement control, to achieve action reproduction, that is, the
playback process after learning from a demonstrator.
Cognitive computing is a generalisation of the characteristics of
a new generation of intelligent systems. This includes some
systems that have some cognitive capabilities at the functional
level and can perform certain cognitive tasks well. They also
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automatically by the upgraded codes employed with DM, thus the
teaching process can be written continuously. In this paper, a
KUKA iiwa robot has been used to test the method of
programming by recording a series of movements which are taught
by a human demonstrator, and then applying the DTW and GMR to
process the recorded movements.

2

Preliminary

2.1 Difference method

Fig. 2 Image of KUKA LBR robot

DM is a numerical method for differential equations; it
approximates the derivative by finite difference and seeks the
approximate solution of the differential equation [16]. It is an
approximate numerical solution of differential equations.
Specifically, the difference method is to replace the differential
with finite difference and to replace the derivative with a finite
difference quotient, so that the basic equation and the boundary
condition (generally the differential equation) are approximately
changed to the difference equation (algebraic equation) [17]. The
problem of solving differential equations is changed to solve the
problem of algebraic equations.
2.2 KUKA iiwa robot
KUKA series robots have been used mainly in the industrial fields.
Wherein, the KUKA iiwa robot (Fig. 2) is the first widely produced
sensitive robots, at the same time, it is a robot with human–robot
collaboration capabilities [18]. KUKA iiwa robots can set up the
direct cooperation with human operators to complete the tasks with
high accuracy requirements [19]. Moreover, the formation of a new
work area can improve economic efficiency and achieve the
highest efficiency.
2.3 Gaussian mixture model

Fig. 3 Calculation structure of the GMM, modified from [22]

include the construction of the human brain at the structural level
and redesign the non-von-Neumann system [11]. The architecture
of the computer is more efficient in performing the operations
required for cognition. One representative of the latter is the
SyNAPSE project [12]. Cognitive systems need the same ability to
receive, process and understand sound, images and language as
humans. The ability of natural language processing represented by
Watson and Siri needs to be further deepened, and future systems
can be more intelligent in dialogue with humans [13]. Speech
recognition and synthesis will be more accurate and more
convenient to use. The understanding of images and videos will
recognise objects, humans and even anomalies in the future.
The research focus of this paper is artificial intelligence
algorithms which teach robots how to mimic human actions for
writing, adapt and adjust themselves to replace human operators or
cooperate with human operators in the performance of their tasks.
In the traditional industrial production line, the production line was
long and repetitive with no real chance of skill expansion or
adjustments [14]. When encountering new research and
development tasks, it is often necessary to re-record the point-topoint trajectory, and the machine equipment reads the cycle again
[15]. This process usually takes a lot of time and money, which
provides new challenges for research work. With this in mind, the
researchers set out to achieve the following objectives: through
programming based on DMP, GMM and GMR algorithm, the robot
is able to self-adapt and generalise spatially/temporally, which
greatly reduces the amount of time it takes robots to learn. This
will, in turn, improve work efficiency; all the strokes are extracted

GMM is a model composed of multiple Gaussian probability
density functions. In fact, it is a multidimensional probability
density function. The Gaussian model is completely determined by
the two parameters of mean and variance [20]. Different learning
mechanisms are adopted for the learning of mean and variance,
which are able to directly result in influence for the model's
accuracy, convergence and stability. Assuming an M-order GMM is
weighted and summed with M Gaussian probability density
functions to obtain [21]
P(X λ) =

M

∑ ωibi X ,

i=1

i = 1, 2, . . . , M

(1)

where X is a D-dimensional random vector, M is the order of the
model and ωi is the weight of each Gaussian component and
M

satisfies ∑i = 1 ωi = 1. bi X is each Gaussian component, and each
Gaussian component is a Gaussian probability density function of
D dimension, which can be expressed as follows [21]:
bi X =

M

1

(2π)D /2 ∑i

exp −0.5(x − μi)T ∑ (X − μi)
1/2
i=1

(2)

where μi is the mean vector and ∑i is the covariance matrix. Then
a GMM can be represented by three parameters: mean vector,
covariance matrix and mixed weight, hence a GMM can be
expressed as
λ = μi, ∑ , ωi ,
i

i = 1, 2, . . . , M

(3)

In addition, the calculation structure of the GMM is shown in
Fig. 3.
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generalisation, which are corresponding those ‘z’ coordinate data
increasing sharply, where it means the every single time's stroke
writing has been completed. Fig. 4 demonstrates the flowchart of
the segmentation.
3.2 Dynamic movement primitive
DMP is a dynamical system studied from biological studies that
learns from motor primitives to produce an advanced prototype
[23]. The concept of dynamic primitive can be divided into two
categories, where one is to use different formulas based on
dynamic system to represent state; the second one is to generate the
track through the interpolation through the interpolating points
[24]. DMP consists of two parts: the transformed system r and the
canonical system h. The formula is shown as follows:
ṡ = h s

(7)

t˙ = r t, s, w

(8)

where t and s are the states of the transformed system and the
canonical system, respectively, the transforming parameter for the
output of the canonical system h is denoted as w.
There is an exponential differential equation representing the
canonical system, which is given by
τṡ = − α f s

where s is the phase value varied between 0 and 1, τ>0, α f are the
temporal scaling factor and the stable factor, respectively.
The transformed system consists of two parts, which are nonlinear term and a spring damping system in Cartesian space; the
equations are described as follows [23]:

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the segmentation

3

Methodology

In this section, we demonstrate the methods used to segment data,
represent the conception of DMP and introduce the procedure of
trajectory generation using multiple demonstrations.
3.1 Extraction of strokes of Chinese character
In this paper, we use the DM to segment the experimental data.
Considering the variable yi depends on the independent variable zi.
When zi changes to zi + 1, the amount of change of the dependent
variable yi = f zi , d f zi = f zi + 1 − f zi is called the difference
of the function f zi with a step length of 1 at point zi, often
referred to as the difference of the function f zi , and called d as
the difference operator. Difference has an arithmetic property
similar to differential. The equation is shown as follows [16]:
f ′ zi = d f zi = yi′ ≃

yi + 1 − yi
zi + 1 − zi

(4)

where one significant factor of writing is that when every single
stroke is completed, the pen would be picked up for once. Hence,
the ‘z’ coordinate values from the experimental data are treated as
the reference of the segmentation. f zi is the set of zi values. After
the DM, we have
ξ y′i = sign y′i − θ

(5)

where ξ is the gaping factor; θ is a constant, by giving different
values of θ we can adapt the segmentation characters, such as the
size of the segmented data set, here θ = 0.5; sign is the Signum
function, for each element of ξ, the formulation can be defined as
follows:
sign ξ =

−1
0
1

if ξ < 0,
if ξ = 0,
if ξ > 0.

(6)

Up to now, we could output all the values of sign ξ , that are equal
to 1, to different local text files for the usage of GMM and DMP
22

(9)

τv̇ = k g − p − cv + X g − p0

(10)

τṗ = v

(11)

where p0 is the starting position, p ∈ R is the position of Cartesian,
v ∈ R denotes the velocity of the end-effector of the robot, g
represents the target, k is the spring factor and c denotes the
damping coefficient. X is the transformation function presenting
complex non-linear systems, which can transform the results of the
canonical system, which is given by the following formula:
X=

N

∑ wil s

(12)

i=1

where the number of GMM is denoted as N, wi ∈ R is the weights,
l represents the normalised radial's variable value, which can be
given as follows:
ls =

exp( − hi s − ci)2

N
∑m = 1 exp(

− hm s − cm)2

(13)

where ci>0 are the centres and hi>0 are the widths of the Gaussian
basis functions. N is the number of the Gaussian functions.
Furthermore, we can use the weight parameter to generate
movements by choosing the canonical system's (s = 0) starting
point x0 and target g, which are the integration of the canonical
system. Calculating the non-linear transformation function X by
learning the motions of the presenter is the principle of DMP.
However, there are limitations to creating a transformation system
with multiple demonstrations; hence the GMM is applied to
overcome the above problems.
3.3 Trajectory generation
The parameter estimation of GMM is the process of acquiring the
model parameters under certain criteria. It is actually the process of
learning the model parameters, namely the process of solving
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convergence condition is met. Here we assume a Q function
representing the E step of EM method, which is shown below:
Q λ, λ′ =

M

∑ P(X, i

i=1

λ)log P(X, i λ)

(18)

where i is a hidden state and is unknown and random. Q λ, λ′
refers to the expectation of the log-likelihood of all observed data.
Calculating the maximum value of Q λ, λ′ can obtain the
maximum log-likelihood of the observed data, which represents the
M step of EM method. Substituting (14) and (15) into (18), we can
obtain
Q λ, λ′ =

M

T

∑ ∑ rt i log ωibi x

rt i = P(Xt, i λ)

Fig. 5 Illustration of experimental setup

λ = μi, ∑i , ωi [25] which is to give the observation sequence to
the GMM. The most used parameter estimation is the method of
maximum likelihood estimation. Its basic idea is to find the model
parameter λ when the maximum likelihood of GMM is obtained by
giving the observation sequence X, which has been obtained
previously by DMP, hence that λ is the model [10]. The optimal
parameter, λ, describes the distribution of the observed sequence to
the greatest extent possible.
After giving the training data, the ultimate goal of the maximum
likelihood estimation is to find a model parameter that maximises
the likelihood of the GMM. For a training vector sequence
X = x1, x2, . . . , xD of length D, the likelihood of GMM can be
expressed as
P(X λ) =

D

∏ P(Xt

t=1

λ)

(14)

Then, the parameter λ keeps continuously updated until a set of
parameters λ is found to maximise P(X λ), which is
^

λ = arg max P(X λ)

(15)

λ

For the convenience of analysis, P(X λ) usually takes its log
likelihood, then we have
log(P(X λ)) =

D

∑ log P(Xt

t=1

λ)

(16)

Considering that there is a relatively complex non-linear
relationship between the likelihood function and the model
parameters, and the maximum value cannot be calculated
according to the simple likelihood estimation method, the
expectation-maximisation algorithm can be used for parameter
estimation. The EM algorithm is actually an iterative algorithm for
the maximum likelihood estimation of the probability model. The
process of each iteration is to estimate the unknown data
distribution based on the parameters that have been acquired, and
then calculate the new model parameters under the maximum
likelihood condition. Let the initial model parameter be λ, which
satisfies
P(X λ′) ≥ P(X λ)

(17)

First we estimate the new model parameter λ′ according to the
above formula, and then use the parameter λ′ as the initial
parameter of the next iteration. This iteratively iterates until the

(19)

i=1t=1

(20)

Then, according to E and M, the estimated values of each
parameter are obtained. Step E is calculating the posterior
probability of the tth sample Xt of the training data in the ith state
according to the Bayesian formula; M step is first using the Q
function to derive the three parameters separately, and then
calculating their corresponding estimates. E and M steps are
iteratively repeated to re-evaluate the parameters. When the
maximum value of the likelihood function is found, the iteration is
stopped.
When using the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of the
GMM, the first step is to determine the number of Gaussian
components in the GMM, such as the order of the model M and the
initial parameter λ of the model [21]. The determination of the
order M of the model needs to be selected according to the actual
situation, such as the amount of training data. For the initial
parameter λ of the model, the most commonly used method is the
K-means algorithm. The K-means algorithm is currently the most
simple and effective classification algorithm, which is widely used
in various models [26]. The GMM employed in this paper uses the
K-means algorithm to select the initial parameters. The K-means
algorithm divides the data into K clusters according to the principle
of the smallest the within-cluster sum of squares in the class. After
K-means algorithm is used to cluster the feature vectors, the mean
and variance of each class are calculated, and the percentage of the
feature vectors of each class is calculated as the blending weight
[27]. The mean, variance and mixed weight are obtained as the
initial values of the parameter estimation.

4

Experimental study

A KUKA iiwa robot is used in our experiment to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed method, which is the first widely
produced sensitive robots. The KUKA iiwa robot is controlled
utilising the KUKA SmartPad shown in Fig. 5. It illustrates the
positions of the human demonstrator, the master computer for
programming offline, the pad board for writing and the KUKA
robotic system. The demonstrator stands just in front of the KUKA
robot to physically guide for teaching to write. A desktop computer
running the codes to program the experimental data offline is
placed opposite to the robot. There is a pad board between the
robot and the demonstrator.
4.1 Experiment procedure
The experimental procedure is as follows: the demonstrator teaches
the robot to write the first half of a Chinese poem by holding the
marker pen attached in the end-effector of KUKA robot.
Meanwhile, the trajectories data are outputted locally for the usage
of programming. The trajectories data are then sent to the remote
computer to be segmented using MATLAB program. The principle
is that the demonstrator needs to pick up the marker pen after the
writing of the every single stroke. The data outputted by the robot
are a set of the coordinates of the end-effector, including the values
of X, Y, Z, A, B, C. Wherein the A, B, C values are the Euler angles
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Fig. 6 Demonstrated Chinese characters and the DMP generalized Chinese poem characters with their strokes contents

of the end-effector. Hence, we can find the various range of Z
value, if it increases suddenly, it we expect a stroke has been
complete.
After the segmentation of experimental data, the split groups of
data are sent for optimisation based on GMR. By applying GMR,
all the repetitive strokes can be optimised into a single stroke.
Although there are only ten Chinese characters in the first half of
poem, almost all the strokes are exported without any repetition
after the application of GMR. Then, those data are encoded with
the DMP model to generalise. By doing this, all the strokes can be
adapted accordingly, which are relied to re-group the new Chinese
characters.
4.2 Experiment results
As shown in Fig. 6, 20 separate Chinese characters were written,
wherein there are a half characters written during teaching and half
during the DMP generalisation based playback process. There are
totally nine strokes cross in the first half of the Chinese poem
written by the KUKA robot under the teaching of demonstrator,
which are vertical stroke, left-falling stroke, right-falling stroke,
cross-folding stroke, left-folding stroke, point stroke, verticalfolding stroke and vertical-hooking stroke, respectively. It can be
observed from Fig. 6 that the strokes of generated Chinese
characters from the DMP-based generalisation are same as those
that taught by the demonstrator and they are corresponding one by
one with each other. To be more precise, all the strokes segmented
from the recorded trajectories of the teaching process are able to regroup those characters written during the playback process of
KUKA robot after the usage of GMR and DMP generalisation. For
example, the upper part of the second character ‘tai’ in the second
half of the poem is made by the lower part of the second character
‘qu’ in the first line of the poem; the lower part of the second
character ‘tai’ in the second half of the poem is made by the outer
part of the third character ‘si’ in the second line of the poem, where
the size and the position of the character parts are adjusted with the
DMP model.
GMR is used to optimise all the repetitive strokes into a single
one, such as the horizontal stroke, which is the most repetitive
stroke. As a consequence, after some experiments, the GMM
number is able to result in the influence for the forming of optimal
trajectories. Furthermore, we choose the GMM number as 20 in
this work, which is obtained after the huge amount of training, to
achieve great performances for our experimental section. Through
the employment of the GMR, the restoration of data during the
TbD has been converted into a process, where we use GMR
algorithm to estimate the joint distribution, which can be
approximated by a mixture of Gaussian functions. During the
calculation, the certain correlation of the points in sample set of
24

linear data is significant for the learning procedure of robots. As
mentioned above, the GMM number decides the prediction
process. The generated trajectories (the last two lines) are then
drawn by the KUKA LBR robot arm over the recorded patterns to
provide a visual result (shown in Fig. 6), which can be easily
compared with the pre-written Chinese characters (the first two
lines).

5

Conclusion

A GMM and DMP enhanced TbD technology has been developed
in this paper, which is an effective and advanced approach for
human–robot skill transfer. By applying the two above methods,
the complication of the robot learning is reduced. Data of the
trajectories are segmented via MATLAB automatically into single
set by applying DM, where each group represent a single stroke.
After that, DMP has been employed to establish the modelling for
the data obtained from learning process. Then we combine all
above methods with GMM to encode multiple trajectories for the
repetitive strokes. By performing procedure above, the data can be
managed, and GMR is an effective method to decrease errors for
movement paths of a KUKA iiwa robot. This study shows that by
reducing errors on complex movements learned from demonstrator,
the synthesisely generated movement paths calculated from the
recorded movements obtained a great result. After the application
of DMP based segmentation and generalisation, the reproduction of
regrouping work using separate strokes for the Chinese characters
can be achieved. Future work will focus on improving the accuracy
of the resultant generated path by making the recording
independent of time.
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